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ABSTRACT ,

In an examination of elementary school children's
notions of reading. 1,122 first through sixth graders wer
-individually interviewed. Each child was asked .to define ading, and,
their responses were placed into four categories: those .wt ah were
vague or irrelevant, those which AoCused on classrdos proCvdure or -

the educational value of reading, those which focused on decoding or
word recognition, and those which focused on meaning or
understanding. Responses which fell into the first category were'
ignored an only. the responses which fell into one of theremaiting

I
categories e analyzed. Of this group, the majority of students
gave respon which fell into the second or third categories,
implying that to them reading was a classroos procedure or a decoding
process. Very few responses fell into the fourth category, indicating.'
that most students were not able to associate meaning with reading.
The results suggest that teachers 'should not assume that instruction
in reading is necessarily instruction in.comprehension. Direct
comprehension instruction is needed to make reading sensible for
children, and teachers must provide.it. (FL) ,
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Reading Sensible for Children.
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r children, perhaps n of

hione their/notions of
k

to develop- and/or alter-

who are /earning to reconstruct

(Goodman, 1971; Smith, 1978) contend that eaning

is what is bathe in rdading instruction. In other words, ommunication.of

thought'betw
. .

:he author and the` reader is what's imp _ Skills

instruction may help children make sense from printed material; however,

reading is

SAM le And Method

hart the.s 'of ,nth (Voce-A-and-40ns, 1976).

to explore how children stn the elementary school viewed reading, a

non-random sample of 1,122 students in g adis one through six was selected

from many different schools in the suburbs of Chicago. The students were

assumed to represent the generally ex d ranges of intelligence' and

reading achievement. In terms of socioeconomic status, the teachers indicated

chat their students . ranged from pper-middle class to class. one vast

majority of the 592 boys and 530 girls wereA.Thite; however, there were a

number ,o tino students The number of stude 82 for first grade,

245for second grade, 208 for third grade, 245 for fourth grade', 118 for fifth

,grade, 4nd 124 for sixth grade.

Children in the study were inter

conversation to help the child feel at

2

d 'A casual

the followin n VMS =asked



4t is reading? " Each thild's-respon:

'audlo_tape so it cc uld b analyzed acrd

conducted by graduate and undergraduat

as recorded on

The interrviews were

course

interviews

Prior to at l_dpta coilecti

n professional reading

students conducting the

inecLusing actual res (Poses to,preVous terviews w:

children.. The criteria for assigning reaporise from the interviews into

four categories wan adapted from Weintraub and'Denny (1966).

Categpries_far_Aes prises

The first category contained responses which

irrelevant. Typical ponsea ncluded: When you

t really wouldn't know," and "Reading is readin

Jar, vague,

do stu

The second category:Ontahed responses that facused on classroom.

procedures the ed

included; "It's whe

*kith fhe teacher, " ", '

tionalValue of readin

you do rrlcbook pag

Several typical responses

" "Reading books in a circle

learn stuff so you can get into third grade," and

"You read' out of 4(book and then you do exercitip s and'you-hav a/workbook

and you get grcies on it.'"

The third category included responses which focimed carp decoding at cord

retognit

there a

,Typical examples included: "A bunch of wo rds, ""Its when

and you have to learn CO pronounce hem,'" and "fords,

sounds, aid letters. One student in the upper grades apparently intertwined

vial studies. Ile said that reading was "when you learn the vowels a-
,

continents 1-*

The fourth category included responses that focused can meaning or

understanding. Responses from students included: 'I read to -t the meanirk

ds and then I think what they mean and theft I go onad g group,



and,1 thin that are put into sentences and then septences

1,4 int paragraphs, the paragrdphs turn into stories which give you

.mearling.

ltidD

the `intern; being analyzed, it became apparent that Many'

at t tents gave responses f the vague irrelevant, or "I don ',t

know" variety. Figure 1 contains the percent of rude tt who gave such

responses. Several observations seem .appropriate,

inure 1 About Here

Taub and Denny (1966) in a reared s

d of the responses offered no meaningful explanation of what

/,,4ound the

learn to read. Since their study involved first graders, a comps

the first graders in this study revealed that

' responses were not meaningful.

first grade there is a reduc

y of the

in the Dumber of ,students who

non - meaningful replies. The percent of students is lowest at sixth grade;
I

u1 reshowever, student in four will still give a non-

the question, "What is reading?" For the total sample, roughly pne

of the vague, irreleva or "I don't know'three-students gave resp

v iety.

because the percents were so high, it_was decided; to analyze the

remaining data separately for the 683 students who gave resp es that fell

f the other Categories. Figure 2 contains these results.

Insert Figure 2 About Here
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level 'over 50 percent:of-the" responses Were of

classrodin

At every. grade

type.'= Studenis seem to

he preoccupied with workbook page 'rea4ing groups, and following the teacher's

directions. ,A rather unusual-
A
a second grade,boy who said

that reading was _end UP, sit down." then the youngsterlwas asked, eo

explain what he meant :,he said that the teacher -bad himn standup when he,.

read. He would continue read

to sit 'down.-

,ontil he anade a mistarce. He was ..then asked

Hemce, reading 4as percely-d as a iSendep, pit-dowry process._
.

Response Octistng on ward, recognition or decoding (category 3) also

o''
._

..J . .
.

occurred quite frequLitly. There was a,plowAw-:d trend.ln this type of
, I

response from fiest grade ,thr6u fifth g.rade. At sixth grade, however, the

.percent of responses categorized as decodi g.equalle4 thoie givencby fourth

grader!. One student in four is likely tolperceive:xesding, as a decoding

process. The conern -.60r sounding out s ategies is clearly in evidence.

.

, ,. . .

. ,

Perhaps most disturbing is the finding that socfew students gave responses
...

that focused on meaning or understanding (category 4). Less than one student

lye associated marling with reading. Irt-the first and second grades only

8 percept of the tudenta gave responses that foeUsed onmeaning. If a

search for meaning does riot play Major role in students' reading, perhaps

they are content to merely say the words and believe that they are reading.
A

Students need to understand that the center and tore of reading is, at the

very- least, recopstrueticg the author's rues age. Words are important but

only as a means for making sense from the printed page-.



If students' reap

,those that would b

"seems reasonable to

present investigation are epresentative

ained from classrooms througheut'the country, it

that

.

'that reading is concernd, with meaning.

should help their students realize

The use of a fictional example follbws. It is designed to help students

realize that: (I) reading is a form of communication; (2) reading cal! be talk

written down; and (1) reading giving meaning to print. The teacher is

talking with a student` The dialogue might-go as _

Teacher: "If you wanted to tell Joe a secret, how wool you de i

Student: "I would just tell. hine '

Teacher: "You mean you id talk to him or whisper to him?"

Student: "Yes, that's what I'd do."

It

Teacher: "What would you do if Joe wasn't here but you still wanted him to

knland-you knew that he would he back in a little while ?"

Student: "I might write him a note."'

Teacher: "OK, and when Joe gets4iere and gets that note what should he do?"

Student: "He should read what I tarot down."

:Teacher: "Good. Have you communicate. with Joe?"

Student: "Yes

'feather: "What did Joe look at?"

In our example, Joe has received a note that a student has written. ° But,

what did that student write down? He/she wrote down hat he/she w uld have

said to Joe it lie was here. In other words, talk has been written down.

Each printed word-will repreyent only one spoken word and we can now say that

a' wordle a verbal symbol. The example follow will demonstrate this concept.



-Teacher: "Supposeithat what you were going to tell Joe was that you had a

new hat wheels calr. Now since you had to write it down it

probably looked like this I HAVE A NEW HOT WHEELS CAR. Joe
I

took this nate: nd. began to say what -you had written. He said

himself: VE:ArNEW-HOT-WHEELS- If he were. to say that

oat load would it sound like what, you were going to say?

Student: "Yes, that's what I would have said. "'

Teacher: "Now Joe still ham got read what y u have written down. He has

said the words out but he has not read- In order o be

really reading Jae know what it is th_ have said. He

must get some meaning fri m those symbols called ids. If he

comes up to you later and asks'to see your hat th i he has not

read anything. Yoh told him about. some new car and not some hat

so he did not read that note. He lead not gotten meaning's()

therefore, no reading has taken place. Reading involves nearing

and if you do not know what soMething means, yc u have not read it!"

"Now what are some of the things in daily life that ybu reed:

somethings that you get meaning from ?""

Student: "We read road signs on the highway like SLOW DO CURVES AHEAD.

lso read warnings nn medicine bottles. tae also read the

said about sports or movies."newspaper and know what

Hopefully the student will begin to see that reading involves meaning.

Teachers should not assume that teaching reading provides a basis for students
t

to leafn that it involves comprehension. Direct instruction is needed and

teachers must provide it. Word - centered instruction can lose sight of

Comprehension. Words in isolation can lead to ward calling instead of reading..



The data from the present study has f'nai

7

d that in grades

,one through six have very little underdtanding of "what= reading entails. To

help make reading sensible for students, the focus of instruction must be

on meaning. Words like hingcup, e and kinks. 122i2call be read ,or merely',

called- By the way, can you read those three words? Be careful. Your

k

response may reveal considerable -insight about yourinOtion of reading!

Sensible -- focus on meaning



Figure 1, Percent of Students From the
Total Sample (N=1,122) Who Gave

Vague, Irrelevant,.. or "I don't know ".
-_Responses to the Question,."What

is Reading?"
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Figure 2. Categories of Meaningful-Responses to,the:Question,.

"What Is Reading?"

Category 2: Classroom Procedures/Educational:Value-.

Category 3: Word Recognition,(Decoding)
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Category 4: Understanding. (Meaning)
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